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Abstract: Students’ life is incomplete without exams because
exams are those that help students in evaluating themselves and
thus proceeding further in studies. So, the starting step in
conducting such examinations is creating a question paper.
Generating a question paper is still in its traditional way, where
lecturers or professors that are the teaching staff are doing it
manually and wasting a terrible amount of time in selecting what
type of questions are to be generated. It’s so difficult to create a
question paper as it includes a lot of resource utilization and
exhaustion. These tasks can be automated. As we are seeing a lot
of development in new, exciting technologies and these
technologies can help and can make the process of automation
easier. So for automation, we use Machine Learning and Natural
Language Processing as this whole task involves using and
manipulating textual data. In this solution, we provide our model
with a textual paragraph from which the questions are to be
selectively generated and we develop the multiple choices using a
certain distinctive process for the users.
Keywords : Answers evaluation, MCQ’s generation, Natural
Language Processing, NLTK.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this competitive world students' future is defined by
exams even if we agree with it or not. Exams are the only
means that helps students understand the levels of their
respective academic skills and knowledge. The examination
helps students to truly evaluate themselves and then provides
them with an opportunity to work hard and improve their
skills. Thus exams help in creating youth who are matured,
academically strong with a high level of skill sets who in turn
help in developing this country because today's youth are
tomorrow's pillars of the society so they need to be shaped in a
better way. So, exams are to be carefully designed fairly and
transparently. Parents of students take these exams very
seriously and also in a prestigious way. Some students prepare
for some high-level competitive exams, taking years of
training and practice. An institute's reputation and goodwill
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also depend on these exams. Institutions prepare schedules
and prepare their students in hard and tiresome ways so that
students succeed in such high-level competitive exams. So,
such exams are to be organized effectively and efficiently. For
exams like UPSC, JEE mains, and Advanced, the government
takes up calibrated measures in organizing these exams. In the
case of college exams, respective university management
takes up the job of organizing exams. So, we feel like there no
problems in organizing these examinations. But we tend to
overlook sometimes, here we did it again. We'll explain to you
what is that has been overlooked this time.
The very first step is important. With the development of
technology organizing an examination has become easy.
Steps like allocating students to exam halls and also allocating
respective invigilators for the exam hall. Arranging question
papers in a better way to respective branches etc can be
managed easily with the developed technological resources.
But the only process that is still in the traditional way
irrespective of the development of technology is question
generation. Even now with all sorts of technology available at
our hands, the questions are still being created by professors
or lecturers manually. So, our focus is on bringing in the use
of technology and automating questions generation. The main
benefit here is teachers generally consume a lot of amount of
valuable time. So what is the point of technology if we can’t
save valuable time? Therefore we have decided to automate
the process of question generation. Here the main aim is to
develop a machine learning algorithm that helps in
automating questions generation phase efficiently. After
developing an algorithm, if it works efficiently, a web-based
final solution can be provided for the end-users. We have
generally two types of questions. One is subjective questions,
these take descriptive texts as answers, these types of
questions can be easily generated. Where there are other types
of questions which are multiple-choice questions. So such
questions are to be created with utmost importance. While
generating multiple-choice questions, choices are to be
generated in such a way that one of them is the right one and
other options are wrong answers but are close to the correct
option. If the wrong answers are not relevant to the correct
answer then it is easy for students to guess the correct answer.
So, ample care has to be taken while generating
multiple-choice questions. So the final solution for all these
problems is provided for the end-users through a web
platform. Web platforms or web-based solutions provide
users with a sophisticated way through a browser either on a
monitor or a mobile. So, Flask has been chosen to provide this
web-based solution and it can be easily deployed in a browser
and it is compatible with any type of browser.
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Flask is a technology that also provides an efficient
framework for easy connectivity with the project's backend
and frontend. So, here for the frontend HTML, CSS is being
used, and coming to backend some algorithms are used which
helps us generate a solution. So for this machine learning
techniques like Natural Language Processing is used. NLP is
an area among the computer science technologies that deals
with the textual data and their processing, so that the machine
understands and evaluates and processes the human language.
NLP provides users with multiple options. So NLP and
NLTK generate both multiple-choice questions and
subjective questions. Here NLP algorithm makes use of
textual data that is being provided to the algorithm,
understands it, and proceeds on to create questions. A special
type of machine learning algorithm called Gaussian Naïve
Bayes is used to generate MCQs and their respective choices.
The main reason of this project is to make the process of
creating a question paper. The main advantage involves the
prevention of leakage of paper and it also reduces the scope of
malpractice because no two students have the same set of
questions. It also saves lots of time. It also has some
disadvantages which are security, in this project, there is an
absence of authentication of students in this process. Another
disadvantage is sometimes the choices of MCQs are too
similar. These can be overcome through future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Vamsi Krishna Yepuri, et. al [1] designed a system called
"Examination Management Automation System" which is
supported by android and web browsers. It is created to
manage and handle various operations during examinations
like the timetable, seating arrangement, and invigilators
allocations to the respective exam halls. These tasks are
generally performed by various institutions to date consuming
a lot of time and manpower. So this automated system is
proposed by them which solves the above-stated problems,
saving a lot of amount of time and energy. This model has a
high-end architecture that provides the user with a simple
interface so that the user can enter their inputs from a webpage
or an android application. This model mainly consists of 3
main tiers are Presentation tier, Business tier, Data tier. These
tiers have their individual and specific functionalities that
ultimately reduce the stress of staff and students. Some of the
complexity is reduced and a lot of time is saved. This project
helped us understand that a lot of tasks are still being
manually done and automation is needed. This also helped us
in understanding the basic concept of automation, how it is
done, and how it is implemented. Priti Mishra, et. al [2]
proposed a system called “An automated examination system
using cloud computing technology” which also focuses
mainly on removing all the manual paperwork. The main aim
is centralization, this centralized system provides a solution
so that all examination activities can be effectively and
efficiently performed. The main examination activities that
are focused on are Exam form filling, ATKT form filling, and
other types of forms that are involved during the examination
process. These people observed that are a lot of forms that are
filled by students before writing an important exam, these
processes automation is a major thing since it consumes a lot
of manpower and time. So they proposed a centralized
CLOUD COMPUTING solution. Because of this solution
provided by this team, there is no more standing in queues for
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form filling. As it is based on cloud computing technology
and cloud computing is booming in the IT industry nowadays
this proposed solution is very beneficial. Prof. Sejal Dmello,
et. al [3] proposed an " Examination cell Automation System"
whose main focus is on automating the examination activities.
These papers are chosen as references to get a brief
knowledge and idea about automation and how it is being
implemented. This proposed system mainly replaces the
manual calculations and all the enrolment activities which are
performed by students before writing an exam or before
registering for an exam. These activities are replaced by this
automation system. This project also provides a centralized
system so that all the manual work of teaching staff and
students can be saved and be able to save valuable time. This
proposed system consists of 3 main actors they are Admin,
Staff, Student. Admin manages everything that is update,
create, delete, and maintaining the database. These sorts of
work are done by admin. Student and staff perform their
respective activities but they are only limited to certain
activities not much more because that is the role of admin.
Bondre Rutuja Avinash, et. al [4] have designed an
"Automated Examination Support System" which replaces
their current examination system which is being followed in
their institute with a new system. They felt the traditional
system is outdated so they designed this new system. Basic
technologies like PHP and HTML are being used to develop
this system. This system stores details of students and
provides all functionalities required for both staff and
students.
It
is
based
on
CGPI/SGPI.
A
"UserCakeManagement System” is used to manage data and
information of teachers and students in an efficient manner.
These papers gave us a basic idea of automation and also
made us understand how the examination system is still
manual in a lot of activities. After referencing these papers we
noticed that a small area in the examination system which is
yet to be automated that is the process of creating a question
paper. So we took up this idea and from the help of this
research paper, the automation of questions generated is done.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed system is a simple yet effective one. This
system mainly has 3 actors. That is Admin, Staff, and
Students. The admin takes care of the update and deletion and
creation of the database. He also maintains the website and
prevents it from any more troubles or attacks. He also takes
care of adding or removing students' details as per the need.
The only role of staff is submitting the text from which the
questions are to be generated. This text can be directly fed up
to the algorithm or it can be provided to the admin who in turn
directly feeds this textual data to the algorithm. Thus textual
data given by staff or admin is used by the algorithm and
generates questions. Students can only view the exam portal
whatever they see is the examination portal alone which is a
web application that displays the questions. Students’ only
role is to select the subject and select the type of question
paper they need to answer that is objective question paper or
subjective question paper. After selecting they will be
provided with the question paper where they read the paper
and submit their response in the
given time.
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Fig. 1. Proposed system architecture

8.

Fig. 1 also explains the actors present in our model and their
detailed functionalities. Jumping into the technical
functionalities of the project the question generation
especially multiple-choice questions generation can be done
by divide and conquer approaches. The plain text is fed to the
algorithm for generating MCQ's. The algorithm first identifies
the key elements from the given text. These keywords can be
used as answers to the generated questions. A later question is
created or generated by inserting a blank space by replacing
the keywords that are the answer. Now the sentences that are
generated with a blank space between them are to be
converted into proper questions that are in the format of
questions for example sentences starting with What, How, etc.
Now we have the question and its corresponding answer, but
we also need to generate other incorrect answers for MCQ's.
So for that, we need to generate some incorrect answers. So a
machine learning model is trained with an existing
SQUAD(standard questions and answers dataset). After
training the algorithm it generates incorrect answers which are
closer or relevant to the correct answer.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This provides a flexible and easy solution for especially
teachers because they need not put in a lot of effort and time.
So this helps teachers in focusing on what has to be taught to
the future generation and how to shape them in a good way
because that’s how a good society will be created. But this
idea can be further developed like here we just automated the
task of generating questions so this can be extended so that it
evaluates the user's response and generate results. Even
though automation is done, some vulnerabilities are to be
overcome. There are mainly security vulnerabilities. So in the
future, it can be worked through and security can be
implemented. In the future, this project can be further
developed and can also be put in use in schools as well as
small colleges where this automation of question paper
generation is missing.
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